
...to the development of a cyclical, participatory and parametric tool for planning.

images documenting different plan alternatives, going all the way from rectilinear to irregular pattern. the one chosen for the proposal above is the one second from the right, with houses organized in smaller clusters. this is the one judged to best respond to the spatial qualities strived for in the planning process for papaquara.

     “Whatever the argument, and whether in 
design or in planning, community participation 
is no substitute for professional or governmental 
interventions or for formal planning or design, 
but an intrinsic part of both processes”                                       
      
    Nabeel Hamdi (Housing Without Houses, 1991)

SUGGESTED STEPS 
FOR PLANNING:

1. set up GOALS
   write on the cards provided - what do we want 
      the plan to achieve? Keep the cards at hand
      throughout the process

2. use the 1:300/1:50 model to PLAN
   using the elements from the boxes

3. ANALYSE the proposal
   what happens on the different scales?

4. EVALUATE by comparing to goals
   did we achieve what we wanted?

5. DOCUMENT the proposal
   by means of photo or other medium

6. REPEAT steps 2-5
   until satisfied for this round, that is.
      also, be open to changes as  
      goals may change or get different 
      priorities during the planning process

SOMETHING LIKE THIS 
IS NEEDED TO PLAN:
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papaquara plan

a free passage needs to 
be kept always between 

individual plots 

a

papaquara plan

areas for private com-
mercial uses should be 

possible in front of the 
houses

c

papaquara plan

streets running inbe-
tween houses should be 
expandable to allow for 

diverse public use

d

papaquara plan

a wider passage needs to 
be maintained for 

practical access to all 
areas and houses

e

papaquara plan

there should be wetlands 
placed out for sharing 

between groups of houses

f

papaquara plan

a common compost and 
plantation should be 

easilby accessible for 
everyone

g

papaquara plan

houses should be placed 
so that the breeze can 
ventilate well through 

the site

h

papaquara plan

the recycling station 
have to have easy trans-

port to and from the 
site and placed to en-
courage private use

i

papaquara plan

a community center 
should welcome people to 
the site and be an inte-
gral part of the network

j

papaquara plan

houses should be placed 
on the plots so that 
incrementality is al-

lowed in most directions

k

papaquara plan

we need smaller 
protected spaces 

inbetween the houses 
where kids can play

l

papaquara plan

larger outdoor common 
areas are needed for 
playing sports and 

hanging out
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see cluster plan on the right

chosen site plan 1:200


